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Abstract

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) appears to be involved in cognitive control, learning,

and memory. Recent proposals integrating these functions suggest that the ACC embodies

a cognitive map of task space. In this view, ACC links decision and reward information

to particular locations in an abstract map of a task environment, allowing for planning

and control. Here, I present novel evidence for task space by showing that, in rats, ACC

spatial ensemble activity is preserved when performing a task on a familiar layout, but in

a novel spatial context. Furthermore, this encoding similarity is sufficient to decode the

animal’s position in the new context using the “map” of the familiar layout. I contrast this

with hippocampal activity and encoding, which drastically changes when switching spatial

contexts. This sheds light into how the brain might encode decision and reinforcement

information together with spatial cues to exert top-down control on behavior.
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1 Introduction

In our daily lives, we are barraged with a constant stream of multimodal sensory data. How

do we make sense, structure, and act upon these rich amounts of information?

In 1948 Tolman proposed the concept of a cognitive map [1]; a mental representation

of an environment that serves as a scaffold to store information about particular locations.

Decades later, neurons showing preference to specific locations in an environment, the place

cells, were discovered in the rat hippocampus (HPC) [2]. As such, the HPC was proposed

to contain a cognitive map [3], with further studies suggesting that it also stores information

associated with these locations [4][5][6][7].

Cognitive maps are spatial models of the world. Besides being an effective way to link

spatial locations with non-spatial information, they allow the bearer to reason about the

environment and to plan strategies [8]. Once a cognitive map has formed, it might be used

to predict outcomes and seek actions that are conducive to desirable results. This kind of

prospective activity has been seen in HPC forward sweeps. In a maze choice point, the

rat HPC produces a series of patterned activity representing a ‘virtual walk-through’ of the

candidate future locations [9][10].

The HPC provides a compelling example of a cognitive map, but it might not be the only

area in the brain that embodies a spatial map of the environment. The medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC) is an area known for encoding decision-related reward variables and to me-

diate both learning and decision making [11][12]. An area in the mPFC, called the anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC), combines spatial representation [13][14][15], together with a variety

of task features related to reinforcement and decision making [16][17][18][19]. Furthermore,

the rat ACC appears to generate predictive information related to these decision variables
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1. INTRODUCTION

[15], in striking similarity to the forward sweeps observed in HPC.

Not all cognitive maps are created equal. The HPC is well known for its role in encoding

episodic memories [20][21][22]. The cognitive map in the rat HPC supports the encoding

of these memories through a phenomenon called remapping. In remapping, changes in cue

configurations in an environment result in substantial change in the firing rates of place cells

(rate remapping) [6][23]. If these changes are large enough, or the same task is moved to

a different location, place cells will often completely change their spatial tuning over the

environment (global remapping) [24][25]. Thus, remapping in HPC modulates or directly

changes the cognitive map layout in response to contextual changes in the environment that

signal particular events, forming the basis for episodic memory processing [26].

On the other hand, the ACC has been implicated in a wide range of cognitive functions,

including conflict monitoring [27], performance and reward evaluation [28][29], emotional

processing [30], task switching [31][32], cognitive control [33][34][35], persistence [36][37], and

others. In an attempt to reconcile this diversity of function, the ACC has been proposed

to form schematic knowledge of the world from the episodic memories encoded in the HPC

[38][39]. The formation of this schematic knowledge is a memory consolidation process [40][41]

that is mediated by hippocampal - ACC connections [42].

The schematic knowledge crystallizes in the form of associative schemas, mental models

of the world (not necessarily spatial) that allow to efficiently integrate information and use it

to make deductive inferences and control future behavior [43]. The ACC has been proposed

to contain a cognitive map that embodies a schema into task space, an abstract and dynamic

spatial representation of an environment [44] [45]. Similar arguments have also been made

for the orbitofrontal cortex [46].

In summary, while the HPC cognitive map links episodic and contextual information

to locations in the physical space, the ACC cognitive map appears to link abstract spatial

location with task-relevant information for control and decision making.

The aim of my thesis work is to better understand the similarities and differences among
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1. INTRODUCTION

the ACC and HPC maps in order to elucidate how they contribute to behavioural control.

Specifically, I sought to test the hypothesis that the ACC map is based in ‘task-space’,

whereas the HPC map is based in physical space. If so, I predict that moving a familiar task

layout to a novel spatial context will produce qualitatively different changes in the ACC and

HPC cognitive maps. Insofar as ACC encodes task space, switching the spatial context, while

preserving the same task structure and layout, will preserve its map. To my knowledge, this

has never been shown previously. In contrast, the HPC map will change when the spatial

context varies, via global remapping, even if the task remains unchanged.

To test this hypothesis, we built a double figure-8-maze with shared reward feeders (figure

1A). Rats learn the task on one side of the figure-8, and then are tested on the novel alternate

side, which shares the layout but differs in position (figure 1B). Using recordings of ACC and

HPC ensembles containing activity of tens of individual neurons, I use several methods to

quantify the similarity of neural encoding on the two sides of the maze. In particular, first

I look at whether individual neurons preserve their spatial firing patterns. Then I check

whether the whole population level dynamics across the track, within and between trials, are

shared between the sides. Finally, I investigate whether the map for the known side can be

used to decode the position of the animal in the novel side.

3



2 Methods

Note: This is a computational and data analysis project. The data I am using has been

collected by other members in the lab.

2.1 Subjects

Subjects are two Fisher-Brown Norway rats (4-9 months old), born on site in our colony.

Animals were food restricted for the duration of the behavioural testing and their weight

monitored so as to not drop below 85% of their baseline weight. All procedures were ap-

proved by the university’s animal welfare committee (Protocol #1512) in accordance with

the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

2.2 Ensemble recording

We used established techniques for recording ensemble activity with high-density electro-

physiology [15]. Briefly, we used aseptic surgical techniques to implant onto the rat’s head a

‘hyperdrive’ device that houses several probes that are independently lowered into the ACC

(rat #1), or HPC (rat #2). These probes consist of four twisted wires, or tetrodes, that are

electroplated with gold to an impedance of 200-400 kΩ. The position of the tetrodes was veri-

fied by histological methods post-mortem. Neural signals and subject position were recorded

with a digital acquisition system (Cheetah SX, Neuralynx). Neural signals were amplified

with a gain of 1000, digitized at 30kHz, and recorded to a hard drive. The waveforms of

action potentials were detected offline using semi-automated techniques. The recording data

was preprocessed and cluster-cut using MClust [47].
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2.4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The ACC implanted rat yielded 69 neurons. The HPC implanted rat yielded 65 neurons.

Neurons in ACC usually had firing activity all across the track, while the activity of most HPC

neurons was concentrated in particular locations, as expected of place cells (supplementary

figure 1).

2.3 Behavioural apparatus

The behavioral setup consists of a mirrored figure-8-maze designed and built in-house

(figure 1A). The apparatus is 1m off the ground with the dimensions of 173 x 123 cm and

a track width of 8 cm. The maze has 4 reward feeders and 12 doors that are controlled

independently by a custom-made Matlab script (The MathWorks Inc.) through an Arduino

Mega board. Each door is opened and closed through a servo motor and each reward well

has nose-poke and lick sensors. The rewards are delivered automatically with the help of

a pressure system and the amounts are controlled through a solenoid valve. The position

of the rat is established by a thermal camera mounted on the ceiling which determines the

appropriate sequence of events (doors open/close, rewards are delivered/withheld). A speaker

mounted on the center of the maze delivers an auditory cue when the rat reaches a reward

well.

2.4 Experimental design

We recorded ensemble neural activity in ACC (n=1) or HPC (n=1) as rats performed

a 2-choice task between 2 choice feeders (north, south). The layout of the task is mirrored

across two sides, A and B, which share choice feeders (figure 1B). The rats were trained on

side A for 3 weeks before the surgery until they performed the task with minimum bias, and

retrained for 3-4 days unplugged and then 4-7 days plugged.

On the recording day, the rats were placed, as in training, on side A. Halfway trough the

session duration, they were directed to side B for the first time (with the use of mechanical

doors blocking the other paths), for the other half of the session.
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Figure 1: A. Top view of the double figure-8-maze. B. In the first half of the session the rat
is placed on the side A of the maze, where it was trained in previous sessions. A trial starts
with the animal in the (always rewarded) central feeder. After arriving at the bifurcation,
the animal has to decide whether to go through the north loop or the bottom loop. Each one
of the loops has a feeder which yields reward with a different probability. Both loops end
at the center feeder, which finalizes the trial. On the second half of the trials the animal is
switched to the novel side B, which has not been seen in training, and the task is mirrored.
Circles indicate feeders. Inset: Arrows indicate the path of the rat in a given side. C. Top:
The animal’s performance as a function of the most frequently rewarding feeder shows similar
preference between the feeders. Bottom: The performance of the animal between sides is
also similar. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. D. Performance across trials. The
different blocks are shaded grey in the background. As expected, the performance tends to
rise up at the beginning of each block change. Errors show 95% confidence intervals in the
moving average E. Velocity distributions of the animals, between the sides.

In a trial (Figure 1B, inset), the rat starts at the center feeder, which delivers a small

reward on every trial (chocolate ensure). This motivates rats to return to the start position.

The animals run down the middle segment of the maze, and then may turn either north or

south to access one of two choice feeders. Finally, rats then run along the lateral arms of the

track to return to the center feeder and finish the trial. A set of mechanical doors block the

rat from backtracking.

The first rat session lasted 66min, and consisted of 319 trials. The second rat session
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2.4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

lasted 68min, and consisted of 159 trials.

The two choice feeders deliver reward with a probability of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively.

These percentages are interchanged between the choice feeders in blocks of 40 trials within

each session. Therefore, rats must shift choice preference within the session to maximize

reward. The center feeder always delivers reward.

A trial can be either free (with 0.7 probability) or forced (with 0.3 probability). On

forced trials, the gates direct the animal to one of the two choice feeders, selected at random

(p = 0.5), while on free trials, the animal can freely choose whether to go to the north or

south choice feeders. I define performance as the ratio of free trials in which the animal

chooses the optimal feeder (the feeder that gives reward with the highest probability for that

block).

The overall performance was 0.7 for the first animal (ACC recorded animal) and 0.66 for

the second (HPC recorded animal) (supplementary figure 2A). The performance was largely

independent of which feeder was the optimal one (figure 1C, top), with pval = 0.38 and

0.34 for the first and second animal respectively (two-sided proportions z-test, z-val: 0.88,

−0.94, dof: 173, 92). The performance was also largely independent of the side (figure 1C,

bottom), with pval = 0.26 and 0.95 for the first and second animal respectively (two-sided

proportions z-test, z-val: 1.13, −0.06, dof: 174.5, 91.0,). Generally, the performance for each

block started low, and increased as the animal found the optimal feeder (figure 1D, 10 trial

moving average).

I compute the speed of the animals by taking the numerical derivative of the position

across time with a time window (dt = 0.17sec). To remove jumps due to inaccuracies of the

tracker, I remove the outliers at 3σ. When comparing between sides, I also remove the first 5

trials of the new side, as they are considerably longer. The velocity distributions were largely

bi-modal, indicating a stereotypical running speed (supplementary figure 2B). The second

animal velocity was consistently lower than the first, and completed roughly as half as many

trials. The distribution of speeds between sides (figure 1E, supplementary 2C) was largely
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2.6. CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS

similar for the first animal (pval = 0.07), but differed significantly (pval = 2.2 × 10−36) for

the second (two-sided Welch’s t-test, tval: 0.31, 12.7, dof: 16888, 12513). In the track, speed

was highest on the horizontal central arm and at the four distant corners (supplementary

figure 2C).

2.5 Statistical analysis

All analysis and statistical tests were done in Python using numerical and statistical

libraries [48]. In order to show the results of statistical tests in the figures, I assign a p value

of < 0.05 with ”∗”, p value of < 0.01 with ”∗∗”, p value of < 0.001 with ”∗ ∗ ∗”, and a p

value of < 0.0001 with ”∗ ∗ ∗∗”.

In the box plots, outliers are identified as points falling outside 50% of the interquartile

range.

To show errors, unless otherwise specified, I compute the 95% confidence interval using

bootstrapping with 1000 randomly drawn samples from the data (with replacement) [49].

2.6 Correlational analysis

First, I divide each side of the track into 12 spatial bins. For each bin and side I count

the number of spikes for each neuron and divide them by the time spent in that bin to get a

rate (spikes/sec). I then map the rates per bin between the sides, ending up, for each cell,

with two vectors of 12 values. To pair the rates per bin between the sides, I use two different

mappings between the bins of the two sides, corresponding to mirroring or rotation of the

space (see figure 2.A). In rotation, the bins labels in side B are rotated 180 degrees with

respect to side A. In mirroring, the bin labels in side B are mirrored across the center of the

track with respect to side A. I then compute the Pearson correlation between the rate vectors

of the mapped sides, for each neuron. To remove spurious correlations, if a given neuron only

fires in 3 or less bins, I exclude it from the analysis. To compute the histograms for other

subsets of bins, I compute the correlation for these bins exclusively. As a control, I split the
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2.7. TRIAL AVERAGED PCA

trials in side A in two halves of equal duration, and compare the spatial correlations between

the two halves on that side.

2.7 Trial averaged PCA

First, I remove neurons that are tonically spiking by removing neurons with an average

firing rate higher than 2σ over the mean. This removes 3 neurons in each animal. I also

remove unusually long trials by removing trials with a duration larger than 3σ over the mean

duration. This has the effect of removing 3 trials in each animal.

To average over trials I need all trials to have the same length. To achieve this without

losing the spatial location of the activity, I first split each trial into 6 mutually exclusive

spatial segments (figure 3A). The first part comprises the time the animal spends in the

center feeder. The second part starts at the center feeder and ends at the vertical arm of the

maze. The third part starts at the vertical arm and ends at the side feeder. The fourth part

is the time spent in the side feeder. The fifth part comprises from the side feeder exit to the

exit of the central vertical arm. The sixth part contains the track marking the return to the

central feeder. For each part in each trial I time-wrap the spike times to the median length

of that part over all trials. To do this, I obtain the ratio of the length of the segment in that

trial to the median length of the segment over all trials. Then, I multiply the spike times

with that ratio, in order to expand or contract the spike train in the segment. Thus, the

relative spike-times in the segment are not modified, but time dilated/contracted to mach

the median segment duration.

Next, I create a grid of discrete time-steps (dt = 0.01sec). For each neuron, I sum the

spikes that occurred inside every time-step. I end up with a matrix of dimensions cells x

time for each trial. I then smooth the resulting matrix across time with a Gaussian kernel

with σ = 2sec and normalize each neuron activity so it peaks at 1. Finally, I bin the activity

in time with dt = 0.05sec.

Finally, I group the matrices based on the trial’s side and the lateral loop (choice feeder),
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and I average the matrices in the same group. I use this data for principal component analysis

(PCA).

2.8 TCA

As with the trial averaged PCA, by time-wrapping the spikes in 6 segments around the

track I can form a matrix of the same size for each trial. To improve the convergence of

TCA, I use a kernel of sigma = 4sec to smooth the spike data, and bin it in time with a

dt = 0.2sec.

Instead of averaging over trials (as in PCA), I stack the trials to form a tensor of size

cells x time x trials. I then use the tensorly python package [50] to decompose that tensor

into a set of time, cell and trial factors. Briefly, the time factors show activity levels across

the trial duration. The neuronal activities across the trial can be reconstructed by taking

weighted sums of these time factors. These weights are given by the cell factors. In addition,

the time factors are amplitude modulated in each trial by some amount that is given by the

trial factors. See figure 4A for a more complete explanation. To obtain factors that are easier

to interpret, I use a non negative parafac decomposition [51].

2.9 Decoders

First, I create a grid of discrete time-steps (dt = 0.001sec). For each neuron, I sum the

spikes that occurred inside a certain time-step. I then smooth the resulting tensor across

time with a Gaussian kernel with σ = 0.15sec, following previous work [15]. Next, I average

the neural activity in blocks of dt = 0.05sec. I divide each side of the track into 12 spatial

bins, as in 2.6, and assign to each block the spatial bin corresponding to the median animal

position in the block. Finally, I z-score the block activities. These pairs of a z-scored neural

activity averaged over the 0.05sec block and their corresponding spatial bin are respectively

the input and targets of my decoder.

As I will have a different number of these blocks for each animal and side, I first equalize
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the data by using only as many blocks as the side with less blocks across animals (this turns

out to be the side A in the HPC recorded animal). This leaves us with 27 755 blocks per each

side per each animal (1388 sec). Unless otherwise specified, I grab these blocks from the end

of the time in each side to avoid the habituation period when entering the side.

I use side A of the maze for training and validation and side B for testing. In side A I use

80% of the data for training and 20% for validation, without shuffling (as the neural activity

was smoothed and contiguous samples usually share the same spatial bin, shuffling here would

artificially boost my validation score by effectively ”copying” data from the training to the

validation set). For decoding, I use a 4 layer artificial neural network with (300, 150, 150, 12)

units. After each layer I apply heavy dropout (p = 0.5) and batch-normalize the activities

to avoid over-fitting. See supplementary figure 12A for the training and validation curves as

a function of the epoch. I trained the network until the validation loss stabilized and then

took the weights of the best epoch.

2.10 Nonlinear dimensionality reduction

I use Isomap [52], a nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm, to separately analyze

the input data that I feed to my decoders, and the activities of the second to last decoder

layer (before the soft-max layer) (see 2.9).

As Isomap is heavy on computation time, before applying the dimensionality reduction I

downsample the data by a factor of 2 with a order 8 Chebyshev type I filter. To make the

results easier to interpret I equalize the data between the classes, so every bin has the same

number of data points.

Thus, my data consists of a set of points in a dimensional space of size equal to the

number of neurons. Isomap computes a low dimensional embedding of this data that tries

to preserve its intrinsic geometry.

Isomap is a variant of multidimensional scaling (MDS). Classical MDS computes a lower-

dimensional embedding; each point in the original space is projected to a lower dimensional
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space such that the euclidean distances between the data-points in the high-dimensional

space are maintained in the lower-dimensional space. Isomap uses MDS, but tries instead

to preserve the geodesic distance between the points. To compute the geodesic distance,

Isomap builds a graph of the data by connecting every datapoint with its closest neighbors.

For every two datapoints, the geodesic distance is computed as the shortest path between

the points, i.e., the minimum number of connections traversed to get from one point to the

other. Embedding the data in a lower dimensional space that preserves geodesic distances

instead of euclidean distances allows to better maintain the shape of the high-dimensional

manifold in the lower-dimensional projection.

Besides giving visually convincing results on our data, Isomap allows to transform new

data onto the embedding learned in previously embedded data. I make use of this by learning

an embedding in side A and using it to transform the data from sides A and B of the maze.

12



3 Results

3.1 Neurons in ACC preserve their spatial firing patterns between

sides

I first sought out to quantify the similarity of the individual neuron spatial responses

between the two sides of the track. For this, I divide the familiar side of the maze in 12

spatial bins. I then map these bins to the new side of the maze following two hypothesis: In

the first, the cognitive map is orientation dependent (egocentric), and changing sides produces

a rotation in the maze layout representation (figure 2A, left). In the second, the cognitive

map is orientation independent (allocentric), and changing sides maintains (mirrors) the same

layout representation (figure 2A, right).

Once I have the spike rate for each bin and neuron in the two sides, I match the bins of side

A with their counterparts in side B according to the desired mapping (rotation or mirroring),

and compute the correlation across the bins, between the sides (see 2.6 for details).

To avoid direct comparison between the two areas, which come from different animals

and therefore from different behaviors, I also compute, as a control, the correlation in side A

by splitting the first half of the session.

In both ACC and HPC (figure 2B), spatial correlations across the two halves of side A is

high (ACC 0.89 median, HPC 0.83 median). When going from side A to side B, however, the

correlation decreases significantly for both rotation and mirroring in HPC (pval 1.50 × 10−14

and pval 6.52 × 10−13, respectively, Welch ttest, tval: −8.73, −8.01, dof: 122, 125), and for

mirroring in ACC (pval 1.11 × 10−5, pval 0.17 for mirroring and rotation respectively, Welch

ttest, tval: −4.56, −1.37, dof: 131, 134). There is not a significant drop in rotation in ACC,
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Figure 2: A. When going from the familiar to the novel side of the maze, the cognitive map
might rotate, following the relative position of the animal (egocentric view, left), or mirror
keeping the same orientation in both sides (allocentric view, right). This corresponds to a
rotation and a mirroring of the bin labels, respectively. B. A higher proportion of neurons
preserve their spatial firing patterns in ACC when going from the familiar to the novel side
if the track layouts of the sides are related by a rotation. C. The same results also hold on
the outer part of the track, showing that the similarity of spatial firing patterns between the
sides is not exclusively due to their shared space.

which indicates that the spatial firing patterns are largely conserved between the two sides,

and depend on the relative orientation of the animal (pval 1.00 × 10−3, pval 0.12 between

rotation and mapping in ACC and HPC, respectively, Welch ttest, tval: 3.36, −1.54, dof:

130, 123).

In our track, both sides share the central vertical arm, which might over-represent the

spatial similarity between sides. To make sure the above results hold in the portion of the

maze that is novel, I compute the correlations excluding the bins that belong to this arm

(figure 2C). The results are largely similar (pval 6.15 × 10−5 and 6.54 × 10−13 between side

A and mirror for ACC and HPC (Welch ttest, tval: −5.92, −5.73, dof: 131, 121), pval 0.24

and 3.63 × 10−11 between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC (Welch ttest, tval: −1.79,
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3.2. ACC PRESERVES TRIAL DYNAMICS

−7.03, dof: 133, 120), pval 1.28 × 10−3 and 0.79 between rotation and mirroring for ACC and

HPC (Welch ttest, tval: 4.28, −1.80, dof: 131, 124), indicating that the spatial firing patterns

are conserved in ACC for rotation in the novel space of the track. Looking at the central

vertical arm instead (supplementary figure 3C) shows more similarity in the HPC responses,

specially for mirroring, while still significantly different from same side correlations.

Another possible source of overestimated correlations is shared reward encoding in the

feeders. Alas, removing the feeders from the analysis yields similar results (supplementary

figure 3A). Interestingly, removing the feeders increases the separation between rotation and

mirroring in the ACC, which might hint that the feeder locations are mixed in the neural

encoding.

Because some bins don’t change between the mirror and rotation mappings, the differ-

ences between between rotation and mirroring are attenuated. I can highlight these differ-

ences by only considering spatial correlations across the bins that change between mappings

(supplementary figure 3B). Doing the opposite removes rotation mirroring differences (sup-

plementary figure 3D).

In summary, as expected, I see that more neurons in ACC seem to preserve their firing

patterns between the sides, and this is greater with a rotation mapping rather than with a

mirroring mapping.

3.2 ACC preserves trial dynamics

In the previous section I have shown preservation of the spatial firing patterns by looking

at spike rate averages over bins. In here, I take a more nuanced approach and look at whether

the neural activity across side A trials is preserved on side B trials.

Furthermore, instead of looking at individual neurons I focus on the overall population

dynamics. As a measure of the dynamics of the brain area, I use principal component analysis

(PCA) to find a low dimensional summary of the ensemble neural dynamics that preserve

as much variance in the neuronal activities as possible. This allows for some wiggle room in
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Figure 3: A. Notion of rotation and mirroring in trials by mapping opposite or parallel loops
between the sides, respectively. B. To preserve activity location in the track when comparing
different trials, I divide the track into 6 parts and wrap each one to the median length across
trials. C. Comparison of the correlation of the first 8 principal components between sides
A, B (for rotation and mirroring), and for the first and second halves of side A. ACC shows
more preservation of the dynamics, specially when comparing contralateral loops (rotation).
D. Activity of the two principal components while the animal visits the track. The topology
of the dynamics is preserved in the first and second halves of side A. E. The topology of the
dynamics is preserved for rotation in ACC. Notice the shared encoding of the feeders.

the neuron’s individual responses; the population activity will still be similar between sides

as long as a certain kind of weighted averages (which maximize the variance of activity) of

the neuron activities are similar between the sides.

Thus, instead of looking at whether the proportions of the spike rates of individual neurons

at different locations are similar, I look at whether the sequence of population activity across

the track is preserved between the sides.

As described in 2.4, a trial consists of a loop trough the track, starting from center feeder,

trough one of the choice feeders (either north or south), and back to the center feeder. Thus,

depending on the side and north / south loop, I can classify trials in 4 groups. To have
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a notion of rotation and mirroring mappings, I will compare, between sides, the activities

across the track in the trials of different loops (north or south) for rotation, and the same

loop on mirroring (figure 3A). To increase signal to noise, I average the trials in the same

group together.

The goal of this analysis is to compare activities across the track. However, because the

animal takes a different amount of time to complete each trial, I need to make sure that I am

comparing the activities of corresponding spatial locations. To accomplish this, I divide each

trial into 6 sections (figure 3B, see 2.7 for details), and wrap each trial so all the sections are

consistent between all the trials.

To compare these low dimensional summary of population dynamics between sides I

first compute the principal component decomposition for side A (see 2.7 for details). Then, I

project the activities of side B to the component space computed in side A. This has the effect

of assuming that all the neurons have the same loading’s (i.e. each neuron draws from the

same components in both sides). I can now focus on the similarity between the components

(scores). A high component similarity implies that the dynamics of the population across

the track are maintained between sides. As before, I contrast the side A / B differences with

the component similarities between the first and second halves of side A.

First, I look at the aggregated correlations between sides for the first 8 components (ag-

gregating both lateral loops for a total of 16 data-points), enough to explain > 70% of

variance (supplementary figure 4A, supplementary figure 5). While the component correla-

tions of both areas are significantly different from the same side controls, pval 1.91 × 10−5

and 9.06 × 10−6 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC (Welch ttest, tval: −2.15,

−5.42, dof: 256, 232), pval 0.03 and 8.57 × 10−11 between side A and rotation for ACC and

HPC, (Welch ttest, tval: 1.53, −8.41, dof: 254, 206), the drop in correlation is much larger

for HPC than for ACC. Furthermore, rotation in ACC is, again, significantly better at ex-

plaining the relationship between the sides, pval 3.71 × 10−4 and 0.05 between rotation and

mirroring for ACC and HPC, (Welch ttest, tval: −4.01, 3.02, dof: 260, 234).
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To investigate where this similarity comes from, I compute the component correlations

for specific parts of the track. As before, the ACC similarity is not due to shared space

in the vertical center arm of the track (supplementary figure 6A). This analyses also allows

us to look at the dynamics at the feeders, which are highly preserved between sides and

indistinguishable from mirroring or rotation for ACC, but not for HPC (supplementary figure

6B). Individual correlations for the different parts of the track show a similar picture across

the track (supplementary figure 7).

While these analyses only include the first 8 components (supplementary figure 8A),

which is somewhat arbitrary, the same findings hold when averaging over more components

(supplementary figure 8B).

Similarly, plotting the two first components in the 2D plane (figure 3D-E, also see supple-

mentary figure 8C for the other lateral loop) shows that the trajectory of the neural dynamics

is better preserved between sides on the ACC (with the rotation mapping specifically).

In summary, as expected, the trial dynamics are better preserved in ACC than HPC. As

in the previous analysis, rotation gives a closer match between the sides than mirroring. In

HPC, the pattern is reversed, and the mirroring shows more correlation than rotation on the

central arm. Looking at individual neurons instead of at PCA components gives a similar

interpretation (supplementary figure 8).

3.3 ACC preserves trial by trial dynamics

A disadvantage of trial-averaging methods such as the one used in 3.2 is that we ignore

the trial to trial variability, effectively treating it as noise. Instead, we might want to take

into account how the dynamics change across trials or depend on the trial characteristics.

For example, in rewarded trials, the response of some neurons might be drastically different

than on non-rewarded. While it is possible to account for this using methods such as trial-

concatenated PCA, a more elegant solution is to extend the principles of PCA to find factors

that directly reconstruct the full neurons x time x trials tensor [53]. This approach is called
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Figure 4: A. Schematic of tensor component analysis (TCA) as a gain modulated linear
network model. The neural activity of two neurons in two different trials is decomposed into
a set of two time, cell and trial factors. In TCA, cell activities are approximated by a linear
combination of gain modulated time factors. The trial factors determine the amplitude of the
time factors on that particular trial, while the cell factors determine the linear combination
weights among the modulated time factors. B. Time and trial factor for 6 of the factors of a
8 component non-negative decomposition. Time factors show demixed dynamics on the trial,
while trial factors, labeled with the trial type and reward, show variable dependent encoding.
Some of the trial factors disassociate between free and forced or rewarded and non-rewarded
trials. Notice the large irregularities between sides present in the trial factors for some HPC
factors, implying a radical shift in the trial by trial dynamics.

tensor component analysis (TCA)[54].

TCA has a nice neuroscientific interpretation as fitting a gain-modulated linear network

model to neural data [53]. As an example, let’s say that we are trying to fit the responses of

two neurons with two factors as in figure 4A. TCA finds a set of time factors, cell factors and

trial factors that reconstruct the data. The time factors provide the time dependent basis

from which the neuronal responses will be reconstructed. As in PCA, each neuron response

will be approximated as a weighted sum of time factors, with the weights given by the cell

factors. However, in TCA the time factors are further multiplied, i.e., gain modulated, by
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the trial factor before the weighted sum of components, allowing to take into account trial to

trial variability by modifying the amplitude of the corresponding basis. Figure 4A provides

an example schematic showcasing this interpretation.

Another advantage of TCA is that it does not require the cell factors or the time factors to

be orthogonal. This has the benefit of demixing the data, beyond reducing its dimensionality

[53]. However, in contrast to PCA, solving TCA does not guarantee to find the optimal

solution, and each solution is particular to the number of components used.

For ease of interpretability, I used a non-negative tensor decomposition (see 2.8). I com-

puted the variance explained per number of components (supplementary Figure 4B), which

turns out to be lower in HPC. This might be in part due the higher variability between the

two sides. As I found no clear inflexion point in the curves, I decided to choose 8 components

to match the PCA analysis.

The temporal and trial factors of 6 of these components are shown in figure 4C (see

supplementary figures 10 and 11 for complete list). As with PCA, the time factors are highly

localized in the trial. The trial factors are displayed according to the trial type (free, forced)

and reward (rewarded, non-rewarded). Some of the trial factors (1 in ACC) seem selective

to whether the trial is free or not, whether others (3 in ACC, 8 in HPC) seem selective to

whether the trial was rewarded, others multiplex feeder and reward (2 in ACC, 2 in HPC).

Interestingly, a large percentage of the trial factors in HPC (2,4,5,6,7) have clear discon-

tinuities between the sides, which might indicate that the dynamics across trials drastically

change when switching sides. This follows the direction of the previous results. On the con-

trary, the ACC components seem to be preserved across sides. When the factors depend on

the trial characteristics (free / not free, rewarded / non-rewarded), this trial factor structure

is also largely preserved between sides, which hints at the ACC preserving the encoding of

task relevant variables.

In summary, the TCA analysis seem to indicate that the neural trial-to-trial dynamics,

together with the neural encoding of trial-dependent variables, is largely preserved between
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sides in ACC, but not in HPC.

3.4 ACC preserves position encoding

Previous research has been successful in extracting the position of the animal from its

ACC ensemble activity [13][15]. Therefore, I set out to test whether the similarities in the

spatial encoding observed in the previous section are sufficient to coarsely decode the position

of the animal. In other words, I investigate whether learning the map that the rat uses in

side A can be used to find the animal in side B.

To that end, I trained a decoder to extract the spatial information encoded in the neural

activity on the side A, and see if the learned structure is useful to decode position in side

B. For ease of interpretation and to provide an easier task for the decoder, I convert the

regression problem of detecting the animal position into a classification problem of deciding

in which bin is the animal currently located. Akin to 3.1, I divide each side of the track into

12 bins and map the bins either by a rotation or mirroring (figure 5A).

I trained and validated a 4 layer neural network in side A and tested it in side B (see

2.9 for details). As a control, I use the validation set of side A, which was not used to

train the network. The network outputs the probability of the mouse being in each bin

(supplementary figure 13). In the following, I take the highest of these probabilities as the

bin that was predicted by the network.

The predicted bins at each position of the rat (figure 5B) show good matches to the true

bins for side A in both ACC and HPC. This holds for side B in the ACC, which clearly favors

a rotation mapping, even if this is not forced in any way by the decoder. In HPC, however,

only the center segment seems to be predicted reliably.

To get a better idea of where the network makes a mistake I plot, for each position of the

rat, whether the predicted bin was correct or not (Figure 5C). This reveals an even prediction

error spread across the track on side A, with lower accuracy at bin boundaries for both areas

and for side B rotation in the ACC. Again, for HPC only the bin at the center of the maze
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Figure 5: A. I spatially bin the position of the animal, and map these bin labels for side A
to side B, either with mirroring or rotation mappings. I then ask a neural network decoder
to predict the bin in which the animal is located in 0.05 second intervals given the neural
activity on that interval. B. Predicted bins for the position of every data-point in sides A
(validation set) and B. Side B in ACC shows predicted bins that match with the rotation
mapping. C. Correct or incorrect predictions for the position of every data-point in sides A
(validation set) and B. While side A is similar between the areas, in side B only ACC for the
rotation mapping shows correct predictions across the track. D. Accuracy of the network
for ACC and HPC on all the bins. The network is trained and validated on side A, and
tested on side B. Side A shows similar performance between the areas. However, in side B
HPC is substantially worse than ACC. Errors are 95% confidence intervals E. Accuracy of
the network for ACC and HPC on all the outer part, showing that the prediction holds for
the novel space in the side.

seems to be reliably predicted, with a hint of better prediction on the central (vertical) arm

for mirroring.

Quantifying this results (Figure 5D), on side A the decoder achieved similar accuracy

(ratio of correct versus total bins predicted) for both areas (0.82 for ACC and 0.80 for HPC).

On side B, the ACC accuracy was markedly better (0.64 and 0.50 for rotation and mirroring,

respectively) than HPC accuracy (0.18 and 0.25 for rotation and mirroring, respectively).
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Figure 6: A. The predicted bin distribution for each bin. Elements on the diagonal were
correctly predicted. Most of the errors in the ACC for side B rotation are in the choice feeders.
In HPC side B, the network becomes biased to the feeder bins. B. Prediction accuracy in
time of side B, for data aligned to the start and end of the time spent in the side. ALL
indicates all bins, while EXCLUSIVE indicates that I only consider bins that differ between
the rotation and mirroring rotation. For the start aligned accuracy there is a build up of
accuracy in ACC, which might indicate that it takes some time for the animal to transfer
learn the encoding for side A.

These results hold when only looking at the predicted bin errors on the outer part of the

track, which has novel space that the network had not seen in training. The prediction errors

for individual bins (Figure 6A, supplementary figure 13B) reveal that, in ACC, the accuracy

is similar between the mappings for the choice feeders.

I also looked at how the accuracy changes across time. For this, I compute the mean

accuracy over a rolling window of 139sec (a tenth of the length of the side B decoder data),

and smooth the resulting curves with a moving average of 15sec. As mentioned in 2.9, I

usually align the decoder data to the end of the time in each side. This skips the first few

trials that the animal is in the new side, which are usually slower. Doing it this way (Figure
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3.5. ACC PRESERVES SPATIAL CLUSTER LOCATIONS

6B, all, right), gives pretty constant accuracy curves. If I align the decoding data to the

start of the side B, however, I see that, while the HPC accuracy remains constant, the ACC

accuracy increases during the span of ∼400 sec and then plateaus (figure 6B, all, left). This

might be an indication that the animal realizes the similarity of the task and starts making

use of the learned encoding on the familiar side. Similar plots for side A (validation set)

can be found in supplementary figure 9B. Only considering the accuracy of the bins that

differ between mappings accentuates the differences between rotation and mirroring (figure

6B, exclusive).

3.5 ACC preserves spatial cluster locations

To get a better idea of how the spatial position is encoded I applied non-linear dimen-

sionality reduction to the neural activity (for details see 2.10). In particular, I find a 2

dimensional mapping for side A and use it to map the data from side A and from side B. In

a similar manner, I also reduce to 2 dimensions the activity of the second to last layer in my

neural network decoder, in order to improve bin separability and to gain insight into how the

neural network decoder is transforming the data.

Then, I assign a spatial bin to each one of the data-points that are projected in the

plane. Figure 7 shows the neuronal activities for the neural data (ORIGINAL) and the

neural network processed data (NETWORK) on the reduced dimensional space. For clarity,

I am only taking the bins that are exclusive between mirroring and mapping rotations (see

supplementary figure 10 for all bins and feeder bins). I can see that the bins are clearly

separated in the side A of ACC, and the network is just clustering the data points into more

compacted areas. In the side A of HPC there is more mixing of the different bins in the

original data, which the network is successfully separating. In side B of ACC the shape

of the dynamics is visibly preserved, and the rotation mapping correctly maps the bins to

the same relative positions than in side A. This is also the case in the network processed

data. The choice feeder bins seem to get intermixed in both original and network processed
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Figure 7: Neural activities plotted on the plane using nonlinear dimensionality reduction
(ISOMAP), for the original and network processed activities. Each activity datapoint is
labeled with the bin where it was produced. Bin clusters mixed in the original data are
better separated after going trough the network. In ACC, the shape of the manifold is
preserved between sides, and the bin labels match the rotation mapping. In HPC, the shapes
are worse preserved and I lose the cluster locations of the different bins.

data, which aligns with the error profile discussed in figure 5A. In HPC, in both original and

network processed data the shape of the dynamics is less recognisable between the sides, and

the clusters are mixed in both rotation and mirroring.

This provides further indication that the spatial encoding in ACC is preserved between

the sides (in a rotation mapping), while the encoding in HPC gets mixed.
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4 Discussion

I have shown that spatial firing patterns and trial dynamics across the track in ACC are

largely preserved when going from a familiar to a novel side in a double figure-8 maze.

Furthermore, this similarity is sufficient to coarsely decode the position of the animal with

a decoder trained on the familiar side. This provides evidence the ACC contains a cognitive

map of ”task space” [45], an abstraction of the task disassociated from the physical space.

I have also shown that in HPC, which is known for having a map of the physical space, the

encoding largely changes when going from one side to the other.

A caveat of my results is the limited number of animals and the behavioral differences

between them. Ideally, rats with electrodes in both ACC and HPC should be used to control

for behavioral divergence. Nevertheless, replicating these results with more rats is necessary

to support the soundness of these claims.

This proposal extends others characterizing ACC as integrating sensory with memory

aspects [44] to form schemas to map context and events onto actions [55]. In this view,

ACC ensemble dynamics live in a high dimensional task space, sitting on a learned manifold,

a schema that allows for rapid assimilation of new information. A trajectory through the

maze corresponds to a trajectory in this task space, which can act as a model to generate

predictions among stimuli, actions, and reward [56] [15].

My results are also in accordance with previous studies that have found spatial or contex-

tual information in ACC [13][14][15] . While in [14] ACC changes encoding following changes

in environmental contexts, which might conflict with these results, the author’s experimental

paradigm was not task focused. This would provide support to the view of task space as

effectively shared between instances of the same (or similar) tasks, and not between random
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environments.

Most of the measures used here were spatial in nature. Only with the TCA analysis (3.3), I

showed some preservation of a limited range of task variables across sides (reward/non reward

and forced/free). Therefore, it will be interesting to see if the shared cognitive map can be

used to decode other task relevant variables, such as the current behavioral block or the

choice of the animal in free trials. Unfortunately, the limited number of trials precluded

reaching conclusions about whether the encoding of these variables is preserved between the

sides.

Is ACC encoding space in any meaningful way? Because of the stereotyped nature of

the task, what I identified as spatial encoding might instead be a series of patterned activity

signaling task related events. To the extent in which this description is isomorphic to an

abstract map of the task, the rat might be still navigating in ”task space”, but task relevant

information might be tied to cues, timing and events instead of locations in the task layout.

Further research is needed to elucidate the ”spatialness” of this task space.

That ACC preserves the spatial encoding while HPC remaps might seem surprising, giving

their strong connectivity [42]. While I have not shown this disassociation explicitly, as I did

not have concurrent ACC and HPC recordings, it seems plausible given what is known about

HPC and remapping. It has been suggested that interplay between ACC and HPC seems

necessary when new learning overlaps or contradicts associations in the schemas [57], so

this suggestive disassociation might be due the similarity of the familiar and novel tasks.

Including a third phase in which the layout or task strategy change might be a way to flesh

out the mechanisms by which ACC and HPC interact.

These results are also related to transfer of learning. Transfer of learning is the transfer

of domain knowledge to novel tasks and contexts, and is a hallmark of animal learning

[58]. In the brain, transfer of learning is associated with the prefrontal cortex. Studies

involving lesions of the PFC in rats show a decline in animals’ performance when faced

with novel variants of a known maze [59][60]. In humans, administration of a dopamine
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D2 receptor agonist led to an increase of activity in the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) and

concordant better performance in a transfer of learning task [61]. Another human study

found that individual differences in transfer of learning were related to differences in vmPFC-

hippocampal connectivity [62].

Is the ACC doing transfer of learning by transferring the knowledge from the familiar side

to the novel side in our task? Concordant with this hypothesis, the ACC ensemble activity

similarity is present when the animal moves to the novel side. However, the similarity of en-

coding might just be a consequence of the similarity between the task on both sides. Because

of this similarity and the lack of behavioral correlates showing leverage of the knowledge

learnt on the familiar side I cannot claim that the animal is performing actual transfer of

learning.

Computationally, cognitive maps suggest a form of model-based reinforcement learning,

where the animal learns a model of the world that allows for planning future actions. Here, a

model is anything that the animal can use to predict how the environment will respond to its

actions [63]. Formally, it is usually represented as an estimator of the transition probabilities,

i.e., what is the probability that doing an action leads me to a given state. Thus, while

cognitive maps are clear examples of a model of the environment, they are not the only

possible way to embody models in the brain. Model based reinforcement learning is very

sample efficient, and allows for rapid strategy switching when the environment changes [63].

Models of the environment have been linked to motivated and goal directed behavior, and

associated to frontal brain areas, mainly OFC [64]. On the other hand, habitual behavior,

in which the animal responds to a series of stimulus action associations, has traditionally

been linked to dopamine signals [65]. However, there is now evidence that even dopamine

reward signals contain model based information [66]. In fact, model-based signals seem to be

ubiquitous wherever the brain processes rewards [67], indicating that there may not a clear

separation in the brain between habitual and goal directed mechanisms. Showing that the

ACC is a full fledged model of the environment tips the scale towards model based learning
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in the brain.

Understanding how the brain learns a task, how the task knowledge is represented and

how it might be transferred to other contexts or variants might shed new light into the neural

mechanisms of animal cognition. Artificial deep neural networks have shown incredible po-

tential in multiple domains such as image classification, language modeling or reinforcement

learning [68]. However, they are often restricted to particular domains, perform poorly on

data distribution shifts [69][70] and require massive amounts of data to train [71]. Designing

systems that surpass these limitations is a challenging problem [72]. On the opposite side,

humans (and animals in some cases) seem to effortlessly generalize to novel cases, and can

learn concepts from one single example case. Thus, understanding how the brain can flexibly

represent a task in new contexts and situations will not only help discover fundamentally

important processes of cognition in animals, it may very well provide a blueprint (or at

least inspiration) to develop artificial systems with vastly superior capabilities to deal with

situations outside of the training set.
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A Appendix Supplementary Figures

ACC HPC

Figure S1: Average firing rates (spikes/sec) of 64 ACC and HPC neurons across the track.
Most ACC neurons are active across the track, while HPC, as expected, has a high percentage
of neurons with a narrow receptive field.
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Figure S2: A. Performance of the animal, defined as the ratio of free trials where the animal
choose the optimal feeder. The two animals show similar performance. Errors are the 95%
confidence interval. B. Histograms for the speed of the animals. Animal 2 was consistently
slower and stopped more frequently than animal 1. C. Distribution of speed between the two
sides. D. The speed of the animals across the track shows that the animals tend to speed up
at the corners and slow down at the intersections.
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Figure S3: A. Spatial firing pattern correlation between sides ignoring feeders (pval
4.92 × 10−9 and 6.61 × 10−9 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC, pval 0.06 and
5.35 × 10−10 between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC , pval 0.32 and 7.96 × 10−6

between rotation and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test) B. Spatial firing pattern
correlation between sides taking only bins that change between rotation and mirror mapping.
(pval 0.06 and 0.04 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC, pval 0.83 and 2.20 × 10−6

between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC , pval 1.28 × 10−3 and 2.37 × 10−3 between
rotation and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test) C. Spatial firing pattern correlation
on the shared space between the sides (pval 2.54 × 10−8 and 7.39 × 10−8 between side A and
mirror for ACC and HPC, pval 7.54 × 10−3 and 1.31 × 10−10 between side A and rotation for
ACC and HPC , pval 3.57 × 10−5 and 7.28 × 10−3 between rotation and mirroring for ACC
and HPC, Welch’s t-test). D. Spatial firing pattern correlation between sides taking only
bins that do not change between rotation and mirror mapping. (pval 0.56 and 6.20 × 10−4

between side A and mirror/rotation for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test).
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Figure S4: A. Typical cumulative variance explained of PCA as a function of the number
of components. B. Cumulative variance explained for different number of components when
decomposing the neural data into a non negative tensor decomposition with that number of
components. The ACC variance explained is substantially higher than HPC’s. As this is not
the case in the PCA, which only has to explain one side variance, the higher gap in TCA
might be due to the HPC change in encoding between the sides.
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Figure S5: PCA components between the first and second half of side A (side A), between
the track sides for contralateral loops (rotation) and parallel loops (mirror). Plots show
specificity to certain parts of the track. The number above each component pair indicates
the correlation between the components of side A and the activity of side B projected using
side A’s loadings.
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Figure S6: A. Correlation of the first 8 principal components between sides for the outer
region of the track (pval 1.03 × 10−5 and 5.68 × 10−8 between side A and mirror for ACC
and HPC, pval 2.93 × 10−2 and 2.27 × 10−8 between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC ,
pval 0.39 × 10−4 and 0.65 between rotation and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test)
B. Correlation of the first 8 principal components between sides for the feeders (pval 0.34
and 6.86 × 10−5 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC, pval 0.59 and 1.69 × 10−8

between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC , pval 0.69 and 7.02 × 10−3 between rotation
and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test).
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Figure S7: A. Similarity of the first 8 principal components for different parts of the track,
between first and second halves of side a (side A), or between side A and B parallel loops
(mirroring) or contralateral loops (rotation).
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Figure S8: A. Pearson correlation between the components of side A and side B (projected
using side A loadings), for the first 8 components, and the first and second halves of side
A for control. ACC trial dynamics are more similar than HPC. For ACC, rotation is more
similar than mirroring. The opposite is true for HPC. Errors show 95% confidence intervals.
B. The average correlation between the components for side A and side B (using side A
projection) and the first and second halves of side A for control, for an increasing number of
components. Comparing contralateral loops, corresponding to a rotation mapping between
the sides, is closer than comparing parallel loops, corresponding to mirror mapping in the
ACC. Both, however, are higher than the correlations in HPC, where mirror mapping beats
rotation. All the curves decrease as I average over more components, as latter components
encode directions of less variance and are more susceptible to noise in the neural data. C.
The two first components in the plane.
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Figure S9: A. Correlations between individual neuron trace activities between the two halves
of side A, and between sides A and B for rotation (comparing contralateral loops) and
mirroring (comparing parallel loops). A higher percentage of neurons preserve trial dynamics,
specially in rotation (pval 0.34 and 1.44 × 10−7 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC,
pval 0.03 and 6.75 × 10−15 between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC , pval 7.70 × 10−5

and 2.70 × 10−3 between rotation and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test) B. The
above pattern holds when considering only the space that is not shared between sides.(pval
8.49 × 10−3 and 1.65 × 10−13 between side A and mirror for ACC and HPC, pval 0.27 and
6.19 × 10−14 between side A and rotation for ACC and HPC , pval 1.88 × 10−4 and 0.66
between rotation and mirroring for ACC and HPC, Welch’s t-test).
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Figure S10: Complete list of factors for the TCA decomposition (see figure 4B for more
details) for HPC. Note the discontinuities in the trial factors, indicating a drastic change in
the spatial encoding.
.
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Figure S11: Complete list of factors for the TCA decomposition (see figure 4B for more
details) for ACC. The cell factors are also shown, which generally show mixed activities of
the cells. 45
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Figure S12: A. Train / validation curves show the accuracy of the neural network decoder
in the training and validation set, respectively, as it is being trained. B. Decoder accuracy
on across time for the validation data (side A).C. Decoder accuracy on across time for the
validation data (side A) for the bins that are note shared between mappings.
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Figure S13: A. Sample activities of the network’s last layer for a 30sec long time span. The
curves indicate the probability that the network assigned to the corresponding bin. The
predicted bin is on top, together with the correct bins for rotation and mirror mappings. In
side A and ACC side B for rotation, even when the decoder makes a mistake the correct bin
is often the next one in prediction strength. B. Distribution of predicted bins for each target
bin. For the ACC rotation, most of the errors are in predicting the choice feeder bins (bins
10 and 11). For the HPC, the network seems to consistently over represent the central feeder
(bin 2).
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Figure S14: Neural data projected to the plane using nonlinear dimensionality reduction
techniques (ISOMAP). Side B is projected using the embedding learned in side A. The
corresponding bin labels are shown for every data point. The NETWORK rows are activities
processed by the neural network decoder. The ORIGINAL rows are raw activity. On top, all
the bins are projected, while on the bottom only the feeder bins are projected. The network
successfully disentangles and clusters the bins in side A. For all the bins, only ACC preserves
the manifold shape between side A and in side B. For ACC, the network cannot disentangle
the choice feeder clusters (at least when projected in the plane), which might explain the
decoding results in 3.4.
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